INTRODUCTION
The concept of bioregionalism, while having various antecedents, was first States. A year later, David Haenke, now a bioregional author and activist, began making plans for holding an Ozark Community Congress, the first bioregional gathering of its kind.3
Kirkpatrick Sale offers perhaps the most concise definition of a bioregion as being "a place defined by its life forms, its topography and its biota, rather than by human dictates; a region governed by nature, not legislature.
,, 4 Bioregional ists believe that nation-states and other administrative divisions are artificial constructs. 5 In contrast with modem industrial society which effectively alien ates people from the land, bioregionalists advocate "living-in-place, " which means "following the necessities and pleasures of life as they are uniquely presented by a particular site, and evolving ways to ensure long-term occupancy of that site." 6 They argue that "Living-in-place is an age-old way of existence disrupted in some parts of the world a few millennia ago by the rise of ex ploitative civilization, and more generally during the past two centuries by the spread of industrial civilization. , , 7
Bioregionalism, in essence, is the regional fulfillment of Aldo Leopold's "land ethic." As Stephanie Mills writes, "In a bioregion, the citizenry is more than human. Bioregionalism goes beyond ecology, in its enfranchisement of other life forms and land forms, and its respect for their destinies as intertwined with ours. ,, 8 Thirty-two years before Mills, Aldo Leopold had written that "The land ethic . . . enlarges the boundaries of the community to include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or collectively: the land . . . . In short, a land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citizen of it. ,, 9
The process of becoming an ecological citizen is described by Berg and
Dasmann as "reinhabitation":
Reinhabitation means learning to live-in-place in an area that has been disrupted and injured through past exploitation. It involves becoming native to a place through becoming aware of the particular ecological relationships that operate within and around it. It means understanding activities and evolving social be haviour that will enrich the life of that place, restore its life-supporting systems, and establish an ecologically and socially sustainable pattern of existence within it. Simply stated it involves becoming fully alive in and with a place. It involves applying for membership in a biotic community and ceasing to be its exploiter.
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The belief in the existence of natural regions, and its advocacy of a practical land ethic, are two key aspects of bioregionalism. A third aspect pertains to the regard that bioregionalists hold for local and regional cultures, which they see as the last holdout against a global monoculture:
Global Monoculture dictates English lawns in the desert, orange juice in Siberia, and hamburgers in New Delhi. It overwhelms local cultures and "raises" them regardless of the effects on cultural coherency or capacities of local natural systems. 11
Stephanie Mills writes in relation to tourism that "the further we go in search of local colour and character, of the texture that makes human existence rich, the further behind we leave the possibility of discovering that texture in our own home places, and the more people upon whom we visit ourselves change to accommodate us." 1 2
Bioregionalism, as a cultural movement, "celebrates the particular: the unique and often indescribable features of a place. It celebrates this through visual arts, music, drama and symbols which convey the feeling of place. been held in Europe, the Sierra Club has published a major book on the subject, and the movement has been extensively written about in the alternative press. This "success" notwithstanding, unresolved questions remain. In reviewing the bioregional literature, one gets the sense that bioregionalists are somewhat confused. One wing of the movement wants to treat bioregionalism as a "sci ence, " while the other wing views it as an environmental ethic and as a cultural sensibility. The differences between these two approaches are not distinguished in the literature, but they inevitably lead to different conclusions.
The "scientific" approach is characterized by a tendency to reason from "first principles." It is also characterized by environmental reductionism and by a deification of the "laws of nature." The writer most guilty of these tendencies is Kirkpatrick Sale, author of the only book on bioregionalism issued by a major publisher. 1 4
BACK TO "FIRST PRINCIPLES"
Sale is looking for the one dogma that provides the key to all human problems and he offers an "infallible" strategy for remedying them. He writes:
Facing the evidence of our ecological insanity, I take what ... comfort I can ... from the belief that we have at our grasp the instrument-the philosophy, if you will-by which to begin to rescue, even now our beleaguered species . . . . 15
The problem, according to Sale, is that human institutions (economy, polity, society) are not in harmony with natural law. The solution is t6 discover, in nature, infallible first principles. Sale's book is organized around the progressive unfolding of these principles. In his introduction to "The Bioregional Paradigm, " he gi.ves us a preview of them, counterposing them to those of the "Industro Scientific Paradigm." His first principles include region, community, conserva tion, stability, self-sufficiency, cooperation, decentralization, complementarity, diversity, symbiosis, evolution, and division. 16
Out of these truths, which Sale holds to be self-evident, a new world will be built. The task is to bring society into correspondence with "underlying geo graphic realities."
14 Kirkpatrick Sale, Dwellers in the Land: The Bioregional Vision (San Francisco: Sierra Club, 1985).
15 Ibid. , p. 37. 16 Ibid. , p. 50. As values, I agree with them wholeheartedly; when they're treated as "natural laws" I take offense.
SALE AS REDUCTIONIST
According to Sale, decentralism is an "ecological law, " from which flows "liberty, " "equality, " "efficiency, " "welfare, " and "security. ,,1 7
At the right scale human potential is unleashed, human comprehension magnified, human accomplishment multiplied . . . . [T]he optimum scale is the bioregional, not so small as to be powerless and impoverished, not so large as to be ponder ous and impervious, a scale at which at last human potential can match ecological reality.
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Sale neglects to mention that bioregions vary widely in size. The Great Lakes
Basin is 244,000 square kilometers, and is host to thirty-six million people. 1 9
It covers a larger area than Great Britain and France combined. Would the aver age citizen be innately better able to relate to an entity so massive than to the state, province, or country in which he or she already lives? In his belief that small is inherently beautiful, Sale forgets the monarchical character of such mini-states as Liechtenstein, and the feudal and militaristic character of various German principalities prior to German unification, many of which were far smaller than Sale's North American bioregions. Sale shares his pen chant for reductionism with his intellectual mentor, Leopold Kohr. Kohr, a former professor at the University of Puerto Rico, has written that "there seems only one cause behind all forms of social misery: bigness. . . . When ever something is wrong, something is too big.'>2 D One of Sale's critics has said that
[Sale] believes that the concept of scale is "at bottom, the single critical and decisive determinant of all human constructs, be they buildings, systems or societ ies. " This statement shows by just how far Sale misses the essential understanding . . . that reified power (hierarchy or authority) is a more fundamental parameter . . . and that in actuality the parameter of scale tends to be related to the level of reified power in a society as a largely dependent variable. Sale describes large cities as "grand suction systems drawing their life from everywhere in the . . . surrounding world. ,, 24 This is true, but the converse-that "the small community has historically been the most efficient at using energy, recycling its wastes, reducing drawdown and adjusting to carrying capacity"-is not, as a look at the rapid depletion of resources in nineteenth century rural
Ontario and elsewhere will attest.2 5 That small communities have always exhib suggests that factors other than those involved in population crashes of nonhu man species were operative. 27
Throughout the history of Western civilization, thinkers have purported to see in nature confirmation of the inevitability and "naturalness" of slavery, patriar chy, hierarchy, and war, as well as their converse: social justice, mutual aid, and human equality. 28 Many feminist scholars and respected anthropologists have compellingly argued that much of human behavior is learned, not encoded in our genes.29 Given that nature can be used to "prove" just about anything, we should take great care in attributing to nature institutions and behaviors which are subject to a high degree of modification by culture. The "laws" of society cannot be reduced to those of biology any more than the laws of biology can be reduced to those of chemistry. 30 Rosalind Williams, a reviewer of Sale, puts it well when she writes:
.
Maybe we need to increase our environmental consciousness, but we are also creatures of our racial, linguistic, religious, class and historical consciousness. Those other sources of our identity by no means fall along geographical lines. It's an old, old dream that a return to nature will simplify and clarify human affairs ... .
[T]o make geography the basis of society is to oversimplify vastly the complexity of human nature. 3 1
WHAT IS A BIOREGION?
There is no question that humanity needs to harmonize its relations with nature, that it needs to learn to live within ecological limits, but accepting this is a far cry from accepting that bioregionalism is the only way to achieve that end.
First of all, the definition of a bioregion is itself highly problematic. Berg defines bioregions as "unique life-places with their own soils and land forms, watersheds and climates, native plants and animals, and many other distinct natural characteristics. ,, 3 2 Bioregionalist Jim Dodge says that "the criteria most often advanced for making bioregional distinctions are biotic shift, watershed, land form, cultural/phenomenological, spirit presences [!], and elevation."33 It should be noted that some of these criteria are mutually exclusive. For instance, a river watershed may yield a bioregion which is long and narrow, biotic shift (i.e., similarity of plants and animals in a given region) usually encompasses several watersheds, and using elevation can yield yet another type of bioregion.
1. Lewis Robinson, a noted geographer, has written that "Even though one accepts that regions exist, one should be aware that they are human intellectual constructs. They exist only in the minds of the persons who define, and accept, the criteria and characteristics of the region. ,, 34 Geographer William Westfall has written that There are no "natural" regions. Rather the land is divided into formal regions only as abstract criteria are applied to it. A similarity of topographical features is one set of criteria, and these criteria lead to a certain regional configuration. But these criteria do not create the only set of formal regions, let alone the most useful ones. By applying other criteria, it is possible to produce different, and more analytical, "bioregionalism specifically values the local and the regional, seeing the revitalization of local places, peoples and cultures as perhaps the only sure way of healing the planet. ,, 39 This is essentially a restatement of Peter Berg's dictum that "For our heads to be everywhere our feet have to be some place. ,, 4o But the release also states that each of us inhabits a "terrain of consciousness" determined in large part by the place we dwell in, the work we do, and the people with whom we share our lives. In this context, the re-creation of caring and sustainable human cultures becomes the "real work" of our time. 41
This approach gets at the "quality of life" issue as well as the responsibility of humans to each other which must also become a part of the bioregional appeal.
STRATEGIC CONSEQUENCES
The The human region . . . is a complex of geographic, economic, and cultural elements. Not found as a finished product in nature, not solely the creation of human will and fantasy, the region, like its corresponding artifact, the city, is a collective work of art. 4 8
Accepting the fact that "natural" regions have begun to give way in people's lives and consciousness to functional (i.e., cultural) regions, we should resolve to take advantage of whatever potential these hold for developing an attitude of 46 Ibid., pp. 158--60, 165. 
